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1 Software Release Overview
Release 23X (X.10.35) adds the following features to Paragon-X, CAT 1 and PFV 2:
SUS (Software Upgrade Service)

Enhancements to existing options

Base product enhancements

Master/Slave Emulation:
• T-BC Integrated test: Physical Layer
frequency to PTP Transient Response
(ITU-T G.8273.2, Section 7.4.1.2)
PFV:
• New User Interface

Defect Fixes
Calnex Analysis Tool (CAT):
• T-BC Phase Noise to G.8273.2,
Section 7.4.1.2
• cTE and dTE metrics for TC
measurements
• Report Generation: Toggle
detected errors

 To check the current software version installed, select Help > About Paragon Remote Client on
the Paragon-X GUI.

1

This release includes enhancements to the CAT. The CAT accompanies Paragon-X and is used to display/present
graphical results such as Wander and Time Error and to calculate metrics such as MTIE/TDEV for further analysis.

2

This release includes enhancements to the PFV. The PFV option allows PTP protocol to be analysed to standardsbased and user-defined profiles.
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2 Features and Benefits
Paragon-X

Benefit

Master/Slave Emulation:

Completely synchronised stimulus and measurement
enables standards conformance test – essential for
validating T T-BC devices

SyncE to PTP Transient
Response (G.8273.2, Section
7.4.1.2)
PFV: New User Interface

Improvements to look and feel of PTP Field Verifier Tool,
including enhanced useability

CAT

Benefit

T-BC Phase Noise to G.8273.2,
Section 7.4.1.2

Ease of use for validation of T T-BC devices, with automatic
calculation of standards-defined measurement paramaters
and pass/fail

cTE and dTE metrics for TC
measurements

Extends CAT Time Error metrics analysis capabilities to cover
measurements for Transparent Clock devices, providing
deeper insight on DUT performance

Report Generation: Toggle
detected errors

Greater control of visualization for clear reporting
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3 Enhancements to Existing Options
3.1 Master Slave Emulation: SyncE to PTP Transient Response (G.8273.2, Section 7.4.1.2)
Short-term transient response refers to the time error generated when a clock switches over from
one input reference to another e.g. in the event of a reference failure. A reference switch in the
physical layer frequency reference at the previous node to the T-BC can generate a large transient
in the T-BC input, therefore a T-BC must reject this transient - It can achieve this by monitoring the
ESMC messages on the SyncE interface.
Annex B of G.8273.2 Amd. 2 defines a mask for the clock output in the event of a transient on the
SyncE input:

The method to verify compliance with the mask shown above is described in G.8273 Appendix
III. The phase transient to be applied to the input SyncE signal is shown below. During the
transient, the input QL-value in the ESMC messages is changed from QL-PRC to QL-EEC in the
first shaded area (from 1.8s to 2.0s), and back to QL-PRC in the second shaded area (from 15.18s
to 15.5s).
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The methodology required to align all stimuli and measurements requires controlled timing of
physical events, transmitted values, and captured data – as of this release, this is facilitated with
step-by-step control in Paragon-X.
With a Boundary Clock DUT connected to Paragon-X operating as Master and Slave, the SyncE
transient and synchronised PTP Phase noise measurement can then be enabled.
The test is activated from the SyncE Transient tab in the Add Wander window

The GUI will then guide the user through activating ESMC generation (Start ESMC), and then
starting the test (Applying SyncE transient and monitoring PTP Time Error) using the Start Test
button. During the test the elapsed time is displayed, as is the current ESMC status.
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Test execution takes 200s. The first 100s are used to analyse the underlying Constant Time Error
(cTE) without the application of the transient. As per the standard, the mask for Phase Noise
response to the generated transient requires the results to be adjusted for cTE – this step therefore
allows the Calnex Analysis Tool to calculate and make that adjustment.
For details of the applied measurement mask, please see the relevant section of these Release
Notes (Enhancements to CAT).
For further details on performing the Packet Layer transient response test, and other required tests
for ITU-T G.8273.2 conformance, please see the latest version of Calnex Application Note CX5008:
G.8273.2 Conformance Tests, available from Help>Application Notes in the Paragon-X GUI, or from
the Technology Library @ calnexsol.com.

3.2 PTP Field Verifier (PFV): New Look and Feel
As of this release, Paragon-X will work with a new browser-based version of the PTP Field Verifier
(PFV).
PFV access is possible through the GUI or by desktop shortcut as previously. Once loaded, the new
PFV will allow faster analysis and improved performance when moving between files and rules
selections, etc.
Note that the browser will go through a loading phase before captures are accessed, following
this loading new capture data and rules will benefit from the reduced processing time:

Users should note that depending on their PC preferences, they may be asked about firewall
permissions, etc. when installing PFV for the first time – user selection will not impact performance
of the tool as browser format is for visualisation only and requires no outside connectivity other
than to the Paragon-X unit for live measurement display.
On start, users will see the main page, with any chosen captures pre-loaded if started from a live
capture. New files can be loaded by browsing or by drag-and-drop, either before or after choosing
the desired rules file from the drop-down menu.
For further information on using PTP Field Verifier, in the Paragon-X GUI please see Help> PFV
Getting Started Guide.
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4 Enhancements to CAT
4.1 PTP Phase Noise measurement for G.8273.2 Section 7.4.1.2In the Calnex Analysis Tool,
Select Metrics and enable the G.8273.2 Transient Response metric followed by the Calculate
button.

NOTE: Due to the application of the transient event the other Time Error results will be
impacted and thus cannot be relied upon to provide representative results – other aspects of
Time Error performance should be analysed in separate test runs.
•

Once the calculation has reached 100% the results and associated Pass/Fail information can
be viewed using the View Results button.
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4.2 cTE and dTE measurements for Transparent Clock devices
As of this release, the existing cTE (Constant Time Error) and dTE (Dynamic Time Error)
measurement metrics can applied to measurements made for Transparent Clock devices, to allow
the user to analyse TC device performance in further detail
For definition of cTE and dTE metrics, please refer to ITU-T recommendation G.8260.
4.3 Report Generation: Option to toggle Error Lines on Graphs
The user selection already available in the CAT to allow users to toggle error lines on/off to provide
ease of viewing for displayed graphs (showing e.g. missing packets or pulses) is now extended to
generated reports – display errors on/off in the generated report is coupled to the user setting
made in CAT.
Note that to maintain integrity of reporting, the generated report will still carry a note indicating
that errors were detected, even if they are not displayed on the graph.
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Appendix A: Software Advisory Notes
• In this release, to make configuration more explicit, the selection of 1pps triggering for the start of
Master/Slave Emulation has an additional coupled selection within Setup Interface>References>1pps
Reference Input

This duplicates and mirrors the settings made within the Master/Slave Emulation window to select or
deselect ‘Start Master using 1pps Reference Input’

• StepsRemoved and LogMessageInterval fields in PTP packets generated by Paragon-X Master was
found to be unrepresentative of the selected value – this is resolved in this release.
• Setting of 2-step flags in Master/Slave Emulation mode with 2-step mode selected was found to be
missing, and is resolved in this release.
• Port 2 link must be up (Rx connection in place to port 1 Tx) in order to allow Port 2 Tx to function in
Packet Generation mode.
• Script recorder does not support manual setting of filters through ‘flow filter’ in Through Mode
operation. This can be addressed by saving filter settings and then recalling the saved settings in your
script.
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